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The aims of this research are to know the proper media to teach vocabulary to

young learners--especially to the 5th graders--, to modify the chosen traditional

game named engklek to be a new English teaching medium named PORTEK, and to

know its benefit as an English teaching medium. To reach the aims of the research,

the researcher uses experimental research method with quantitative and qualitative

data. The students’ test results of English vocabulary before and after applying

PORTEK in treatment session in number will be explained in some statements in

words. These words will guide us to go to the conclusion of its effectiveness in

teaching English vocabulary. The basic concept of engklek is modified into the

modern one named PORTEK (Portable engklek). Teaching English vocabulary to

the 5th graders through PORTEK got some conclusions, but the best one is

PORTEK is effective to be used as an English teaching medium.

INTRODUCTION

English as an international language

takes important capacity as the connector,

including in Indonesia. It is related to a

statement from Istiqomah (2011). She states

that English takes an important role as a

global communication tool in conquering

communication technology, and making

direct interaction with people from other parts

of the world.

The statement is not only covering

technology that is getting closer to

communication tool, but also in educational

field. Direct interaction here means good

interaction among a teacher and his/her

student(s), one of them is in English learning

process. If a teacher cannot create well

prepared and nice interaction in and out

classroom, the teaching process will run

unwell.

In making a nice interaction--in and out

classroom--during the English learning

process, a teacher can create a medium that

can make not only both the students and

teacher happy, but also make the students

understand the teaching material fast and well.

The medium can be created by the teacher

himself. It could be the really new medium or

modified from something exist.

The foundation of teaching English is

mastering vocabulary. By knowing and

mastering it, an English learner--young or

adult learner--can get more knowledge and

information. Piccolo (2010) states, teaching

English to young learners and adults are

different. Chosen English materials depend

on the grade, and introducing vocabulary is an

obligatory. It is both easy and difficult

activities.

Here in this paper, the researcher would

like to introduce a modified medium named

PORTEK. It stands for Portable Engklek. By

the name, we can guess easily that it comes

from a modification process of a traditional

game named engklek or hop-scotch that can

be folded, carried, and replaced everywhere

(Yulianti, 2012, p.8). Engklek (hop-scotch) is

a famous traditional game in Indonesia that

still exists to be played. It has some different

names in different part of Indonesia. Pacih,

Ingklik, and Gala Asin are some of its name



from Aceh Province, Pati District, and Borneo

Island. (Yulianti, 2012, p.35).

A set of PORTEK consists of board,

flash cards, and pebbles. (Yulianti, 2012,

p.65). The modification processes of the

medium are on the material, shape, and

function. The conventional medium of hop-

scotch uses land drawn by something sharp to

play in outdoor, or drawn by chalk to play in

indoor. PORTEK uses red carpet as

its ”board”. The pebble is made of broken tile

covered by Dacron then beautify with flannel

fabric. On each board or PORTEK’s board

puts a flash card. The picture of the flash card

can be replaced every time, based on the

teaching topic today. The largest shape of

conventional hop-scotch was chosen. Here

are 10 boards available. In this paper, the

author used PORTEK to teach vocabulary to

the fifth graders. Other topics of learning

process are valuable to be played here too.

The simple rule in playing it makes the

players happy.

The aims of this study are to know the

proper media to teach vocabulary to young

learners--especially to the 5th graders--, to

modify the chosen traditional game named

engklek to be a new English teaching medium

named PORTEK, and to know its benefit as

an English teaching medium.

RESEARCH METHOD

Type of the Research

This paper uses research and

development (R&D) approach with pre-

experimental research with quantitative and

qualitative data. Sugiyono (2011, p.297)

states that R&D method may need long and

multi years research because it needs to

record the development of the new thing day

by day (longitudinal research study). This

research took more than one year research to

make sure that the result is durable.

It uses one group pre-test and post-test

study. Here is the design of the research.

Figure 1:

Pre-Experimental Design

(Heffner, 2014)

A benefit of this design over the

previously discussed design is the inclusion of

a pre-test to determine baseline

scores. (Heffner, 2014)

The sample of research was gotten only

once time pre-test and post-test. Between

those two tests, they got treatment.

The location of the study was on

Madrasah ‘Ibtida’iyah (Islamic School)

Genting Gunung Village, Sukorejo sub-

district, Kendal District, west part of

Semarang, the capital City of Jawa Tengah.

Research Subject

In conducting this research, the

researcher needed participation of the

students who learned English vocabulary. So

that, she looked for population and sample

who would join in the research.

Sukmadinata (2006, p.250) explains that

population is people, organisations, or things

that being the object of the research. While

sample is part / representative of population

that get the research action. Samples here are

human, so we called them subject of the

research.

The population of the research is all the

fifth graders in the school; it was only 1 class

with 31 students. All the population are

being the samples of the research.

Data, Instrument, and Technique of Data

Collection

The data of the study was taken from

the samples’ scores from pre-test and post-test.



Those were analyzed well by counting their

mean both in pre-test and post-test. Those

tests were given before and after giving the

treatment. The treatment itself was conducted

by applying PORTEK in classroom and out

classroom.

As has been explained before, the main

instrument that was used in this research was

test. But to complete and maximize the data,

the researcher put some other instruments;

they were: observation sheet, interview guide-

line, questionnaire, documentation, and

photographs.

Observation sheet was used at the very

beginning of the process of conducting the

research. The researcher designed several

points related to the research in colleting the

basic need and situation of the school. The

statements written down on the sheet came

from the researcher’s curiosity about English

learning process in the school, the teachers’

ways in teaching vocabulary, the support of

headmaster and stakeholder toward the

learning process itself, and many more. She

put checklist here and there based on the real

situation in school. By putting these checklists,

she got information about what the students

and school need toward the medium.

If general, basic data got from

observation sheet, the deeper information

were collected from interviewing the

headmaster, teachers, and some students.

Spontaneous answers and responses were

given by them. The researcher recorded the

interview session using her cell phone. Then,

she wrote down some important information

to complete the result of interviewing session.

Questionnaire was given to the students,

headmaster, and teachers to get feedback and

wash-back from them about PORTEK. Freely,

they gave their opinion and suggestions about

the learning process using PORTEK, the

direct impact of the process to the students,

and the information also idea that the teachers

got by seeing the process of the research.

Some documentations and photographs

were taken too to collect the data. The

activity of the research, the students’ bio data,

the students’ score in English from the

English teacher in school, and also the

school’s identity were collecting well in order

to get complete and deep information. Some

pictures were taken during the process of the

research too.

The methods of collecting the data in

short are the following:

1. The sample got pre-test based on the

topics in their level. Here, the researcher

gave topic about “Rooms in School” and

“Professions”. Those materials were

chosen based on the syllabus and the

work-sheet (LKS) that were used by the

students.

2. The pre-test result was kept as the basic

data before going to the next steps.

3. Because it used pre-experimental

research one group pre-test and post-test

design, the samples of the experiment

group (31 students) were tested by

“playing” PORTEK in learning the

English vocabulary based on their topics

above once.

4. After doing the main activity--learning

English vocabulary through PORTEK--

the samples were given the post-test by

using the similar questions as they got

before on pre-test, in order to measure

their ability on the given material.

5. Those data were evaluated to get the

answer of a question about the

effectiveness of the medium. If the result

from the pre-test to the post-test is

significantly being higher, it means that

Portek is effective.

Data Analysis Technique

After collecting all the data, the

researcher analyzed them proportionally. She

reported the condition and hope of the

students, teachers, and headmaster based on

the data on observation sheet; accommodated



the statements from school’s stakeholder

during the interview session; described the

answers from students, teachers, and

headmaster in questionnaire; and put the

documentations and photographs in

appendices to make the result of the research

complete.

In analysing the data, the researcher

used the steps in doing R&D to make the

analysing process run well. The steps in

doing R & D research is as the following

(Sugiyono, 2011, p.298)

Figure 2:

R and D Steps

She revised the medium PORTEK

several times based on the suggestions from

experts in order to maximize the result.

Previously, PORTEK board was made

of multiplex, wood layer; cut per board in 40

Cms times 20 Cms then connected by hook.

But based on the expert suggestion, the board

were changed using red thick carpet that is

soften and more safe.

The pictures on flash cards were taken

from picture of real things that are close to

students’ life. If the teaching topic is about

“Parts of My Home”, the students will see a

picture of “kitchen”. The researcher

previously chose a modern kitchen to be

placed in flash card. But the expert suggested

choosing another design of kitchen that the

students see every day, generally in Genting

Gunung Village.

After revising the board, flash cards,

and pebbles, she tried the medium to some

other students who were not a part of the

sample to make sure that it was safer to play.

It is proven. The second group of students

told that they played hop-scotch more

enjoyable. They were not afraid to get hurt

every time the fell down. The medium looks

more beautiful now for some ornaments from

flannel fabric beautify it. The pebble looks

funny too because she designed the pebble in

“love” shape. She put eye-like decoration too

for amusing the players of PORTEK.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

This part of article discusses about

the ways of answering research statements.

Before answering the research statements,

here the researcher give you the data of

the school research.

Table 1 :

The Data of MI Muhammadiyah Genting

Gunung, Sukorejo

The school’s big family welcomed the

researcher warmly. The circumstance and the

students’ spirit in study were so wonderful.

They were so enthusiastic in doing the

activities. But to get there, it needed more

passion and toke time around an hour, for the

road was unfortunately not really good. Here

and there were rocky road to step on forward.

Here, the researcher started the whole

research activities by doing observation. She

was interviewing the Principal of MI

NPSN (National

School Number)

20322300

Level Islamic Elementary School

Status Private school under

Ministry of Religious Affair

Sub-district Sukorejo

Village Genting Gunung

Students 157 students

Location South-west part of Kendal

Regency (± 16 KM from the

centre of Sukorejo) on

Gerilya Street, Genting

Gunung , Sukorejo Sub-

district

Design

Validity
Revised 1

Revised 2

Product

Product

Trial &

Error

Massive ProductionRevision 3

Product

Collecting

Data

Designing

Product

Problems

Arise

Use Trial

& Error



Muhammadiyah Genting Gunung, Sukorejo,

Kendal, Mr. Khoero, to know the need of this

school, moreover in the English teaching

learning process. He said that English here

(at the school) was given to the students as

Muatan Lokal (local content), once a week if

and only if there was not more important

activity. If the students needed to prepare the

semester test, for example, English was not

given to them. This school used LKS as the

hand-book to the students namely

Supplementary English Book as given through

the pictures below:

Pictures 1 & 2:

Work Sheet and Its Table Content

By then, the researcher steps forward

to answer the research statements.

1. The Proper Media to Teach Vocabulary

to Young Learners, Especially to the 5th

Graders

By interviewing some students in the

school in a break-time, the researcher got

information that the students needed

something that made them easier in

understanding English lesson. It was the

basic reason in creating the media based on

the need.

The researcher assumed that

traditional games can be used as the media

for many lessons, including English. The

traditional game should be well-known by

the students generally and flexible in its

application too.

She did her simple library research to

find the most proper traditional game

which was available to use to some

different topics or materials to young

learners, moreover in English lesson, easy

to use, and easy to carry on.

By doing the simple library research,

she found that hop-scotch (engklek,

sundamanda, etc) is the most well-known

flexible traditional game to use to some

different topics. It is because hop-scotch is

a well-known traditional game in this

country. Almost each part of Indonesia

has its own name for hop-scotch, means

that the native people generally know this

traditional game.

To make the assumption being more

scientific, the researcher asked some

experts to give judgment. The 1st expert

(a primary English teacher) suggested

making the board of PORTEK more

attractive. Colorful fabrics can make the

board looks beautiful and attractive. The

flash card should not be slippery too, so the

students are safe to play with. The 2nd

expert (an English professor, expert in

TEYL) suggested using carpet which is

more soft and safe to the young children,

with no nail, hooks, and hinges. He needs

the media is being friendly to the children.

The 3rd expert (and English lecturer,

Mommy of 2 kids) suggested creating the

more portable board (using the lighter

material like carpet), so it is easier to be

carried out. She suggested adding more

vocabularies in each grade, not only 10

vocabularies for each. The 4th expert (an

English professor, expert in teaching

English language) suggested using

something which is safe to be used by

young children, with no avoid the function

of PORTEK itself as a media to teach

English vocabulary. The board should be

attractive, safe, simple in preparation, and

also easier to be carried out.

Based on the suggestion from experts,

the researcher concludes that the proper

media to teach vocabulary to young



learners are attractive, playful, safe, simple

in preparation, easier to be carried out, and

most important thing as an English

teaching medium is it must be easy to

understand. Vocabulary is one of basic

knowledge that must be mastered by the

learners. So, the proper medium has to

accommodate the need.

2. A Modification of Traditional Game

Named Engklek to be a New English

Teaching Medium Named PORTEK

The modification of PORTEK started

from the given suggestions by the experts.

By then, the researcher modified the board,

flash card, and pebble of the PORTEK into

the one that is needed by the students too.

The modification saw in these

following pictures.

Picture 2 and 4:

PORTEK Board

Here, the researcher put the

picture of the flash cards and pebble.

Picture 5 and 6:

The Flash Card and Pebbles

There were 10 flash-cards minimally

for each theme. So in a session or meeting, a

student learns 20 vocabularies (10 x 2 themes).

They drilled those vocabularies themselves

unconsciously.

The steps on playing PORTEK are the

following.

a. The samples get pre-test first before

playing game.

b. The pre-test result is kept as a basic data

to move to the next step.

c. The classroom teacher is helped by the

researcher ask the students to start the

lesson. They are asked to go to school

yard to play PORTEK.

d. The researcher just need to show and

pronounce the picture of thing based on

the topic today with no any writing

activity or spelling the letters of the thing

mentioned.

e. Tell them to repeat the correct way of

pronouncing a vocabulary well; do it

several times to make the students

understood those materials well.

f. Tell the rules on playing PORTEK game.

g. Discuss the consequence to the losers

group.

h. Prepare the PORTEK set and then putting

the flash-cards based on the lesson today

on its board. All activities are done by

the students.

i. The teacher divides the class in some

group of 5 pupils per group led by a

captain.

j. The captains of all teams do hom pim pa

to get the turns.

k. All players start to play on their turns by

throwing the pebbles on the first board,

start from the lucky number 1 group.

l. While the first player is hopping and

scotching from square to square on the

PORTABLE board, the player is saying

the vocabularies mentioned on the flash-

cards which the player stepping on, for

The old PORTEK

Board: Using

multiplex wood -

layer

The New

PORTEK Board:

Using red, thick

carpet

The Flash Card The Pebbles



example: “headmaster room”, “restroom”,

“school clinic”, etc if the topic is “Rooms

in School”.

m. If the first player successfully do the job,

s(he) has to finish her/his job by hoping

and scotching from the second, third, to

the last square, then hop and scotched

back to the first square.

n. The second player is ready to take the

next turn. S(he) is throwing the pebble

on the second square. S(he) starts to hop

and scotch from the first square, then

jump high to the third square ignoring

second square where the pebble placed

on, then go on to the last square, turn

back to the squares to the first square.

o. The next player has to get ready to do the

job.

p. If a player is failed to pronounce the

vocabulary correctly or a player is failed

to throw the pebble on the correct square,

it means that s(he) was failed. The first

player of the second group would replace

her / him.

q. The students would hear and pronounce

10 vocabularies in one session of playing

the game. If there are 20 students in a

class, so they would hear 200 time those

vocabularies (10 flash-cards x 20

students). It is so effective to memorize

the vocabulary. If are more students, so

they would memorize more.

r. The teacher may add or replace some

pictures on boards to add the students’

vocabularies.

s. The game is ended when a member of a

group successfully throw the pebble

perfectly on the last square of the

PORTEK board, then hop back to the first

square.

t. The winner is the fastest group in

finishing the game, while the losers are

the opposite. The loser teams had to get

consequence as has been deal before, for

example carry away the winner from here

to there.

u. The teacher evaluates the lesson by

giving post-test that is similar to the pre-

test given before.

v. The results of pre-test and post-test are

counted to see the benefit of PORTEK.

3. The benefit of PORTEK to be used as an

English teaching medium

Something has benefit if we can

proof the result. From the given research

conducted by the researcher in pre-test and

post-test, then we can conclude something.

Table 2:

Result of Pre-test and Post-test for Grade 5

STUDENTS

’ CODE

PRE-TEST

RESULT

POST-TEST

RESULT

PROGRESS-

ION

(%)

1 - - -

2 95 100 5.26

3 55 100 81.82

4 100 100 0

5 95 100 5.26

6 100 100 0

7 100 100 0

8 100 100 0

9 - 95 -

10 100 100 0

11 95 100 5.26

12 100 100 0

13 - 100 -

14 100 100 0

15 100 100 0

16 100 100 0

17 100 100 0

18 95 90 -5.263

19 90 100 11

20 100 100 0

21 100 100 0

22 100 100 0

23 100 100 0

24 100 100 0

25 95 95 0

26 100 100 0

27 75 100 33.3

28 95 85 - 10.53

29 100 90 - 10

30 100 100 0

31 100 95 - 5

TOTAL 2.690 2.950

MEAN

( x )

2.690 : 28

= 96.07

2.950 : 30

= 98.33



The materials given to the grade 5

students are “Rooms in School” and

“Professions”. There were 28 students who

joined in this pre-test. Actually there were 31

students in grade 5. But at that time, 3

students were absent.

The students’ total mark in pre-test

was 2.690 points. The Mean ( x ) of the pre-

test was 96.07. It was gotten from dividing

the total mark with the total students, it was

2.690 : 28 = 96.07.

By playing PORTEK, the teacher gave

the post-test which the questions were the

same with the pre-test questions. Based on

the result of the post-test done by the grade 5

students, there were 30 students did the post-

test. The total mark in this post-test was

2.950. The mean of the post-test was 98.33

(from 2.950 : 30). The mark was increased

from 96.07 to 98.33. It was increased 2.26

points or equal with 2.352 %. It categorized

and assumed that PORTEK was effective to

be used in English teaching and learning

process.

Based on the data mentioned on the

table 2 above, the researcher discussed the

achievement of those 28 students. The

student number 2, 3, 5, 11, and 27 were

getting increase in their result during join in

the pre-test and post-test. Their marks

increased variously from 5.26 % (student

number 2, 5, and 11; their marks increase

from 95 to 100 points) to 81.82 % (student

number 3; the student’s mark increases from

55 to 100 points). Some others were increase

33.33 % (student number 27, increase from 75

to 100 points).

But unfortunately, there were 3

students who got decrease mark (student

number 28, 29, and 31). The researcher got

result that student number 28 decreased 10

points (-10.53%), number 29 decreased 10

points (-10 %), and number 31 decreased 5

points (-5%). Previously on the pre-test,

those 3 students got good mark (95, 100, and

100 points). But at the post-test session, they

“sank”. There were also 5 students in the

same mark between their pre-test and post-

test; they were student number 4, 10, 15, 16,

and 17 (get 100 points on both tests).

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

Conclusion

From the given explanations, the researcher

can conclude these points.

1. The proper media to teach vocabulary to

young learners--especially to the 5th

graders--is a medium that attractive,

playful, safe, simple in preparation, easier

to be carried out, and most important thing

as an English teaching medium is it must

be easy to understand.

Vocabulary is one of basic knowledge that

must be mastered by the learners. So, the

proper medium has to accommodate the

need.

2. A modification process of traditional game

named engklek to be a new English

teaching medium named PORTEK

successfully done. The modification is

given in modifying the board, flash cards,

and pebbles.

3. PORTEK has been proved to give benefit

to be used as an English teaching medium.

Suggestion

Here, the researcher gives some

suggestions based on the research result. To

make English teaching and learning process

getting better by using PORTEK, the

researcher suggests to the teachers to be more

creative.

PORTEK is designed to be used as a

flexible media too that can be used in

teaching many lessons, not only for teaching

English. That is why English elementary

teachers can use PORTEK to teach many

things, in English lesson (not only teaching

vocabulary but also tenses, writing skill,

speaking skill, etc) and in others topic lessons.



The teachers themselves may please add

some more flash-cards based on the themes or

topics which are needed by their students.

They can create their own “PORTEK” using

some different materials in case they could

not get the proper PORTEK material.

The last, the writer hopes that PORTEK

will be patented soon.
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